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Interf erence:

D

The Invisible Obstacle

by Siggi Finnsson

We need to be able to identify where removed from the receiver, which is being
epth, direction, pitch and roll
are the most basic information interference is coming from and how one walked down the borepath. If the pitch
displayed by all directional can estimate the effect on the locating and roll information is not affected during
drilling receivers. The trans- equipment. This is a two-step process, the this test, it is reasonable to assume clear
mitter inside the drill head gen- first being to walk the borepath without a sailing during the bore. Although this test
erates a magnetic field, which the transmitter turned on looking for signal is quite effective, it cannot always pick up
receiver interprets as depth and direc- readings on the receiver. The higher the all potential problems.
tion. A second type of a signal broad- signal, the greater the interference. Walk Interference Options
casts pitch, roll, transmitter tempera- the entire path with your receiver noting
When dealing with interference there
the signal. Since each receiver brand dis- are four main options available. The first
ture and battery status.
Assuming correct calibration, proper plays signal in a different format, one can- is after identifying the interference source,
use and no outside interference, these not set hard and fast rules. However, the
see if it can be turned off. Security
receivers do a fine job of providsystems, invisible dog fences
ing the locator with the informaand in some cases power can be
tion required to steer the head.
shut off temporarily. Second, is
Since most drilling occurs
separation from the interference
in or around urban areas, intersource. This often means locatference is practically always
ing off the actual drill path
present. Interference can be
using more advanced locating
termed either active or passive.
methods such as off-track guidActive interference can be
ance or remote steering. This
defined as anything that emits a
way you may effectively be out
signal or generates its own magof range of the interference but
netic field. That being said, all
still within range of your transthings electrical emit a magnetic
mitter. Third, using a stronger
field. Examples of active intertransmitter, which in some cases
ference include power lines, There are certain things you can do when you run into may mean going to a cable
traffic loops, fiber trace lines,
interference, even as much as this.
transmitter, is often an effective
invisible dog fences and
way of overcoming the interferunknown sources. Do not assume that just transmitter signal being read by the ence. Fourth, using a transmitter with a
because there is no evidence or markings receiver needs to exceed the interference different frequency may get better results
on the ground that there is nothing there. by a significant amount to ensure ade- in this particular area.
Some of the possible effects of active quate signal for locating.
The most crucial thing, however, is
Once the intended drill path has been to fully understand how your locating
interference on a receiver include erratic
signal strength and depth readings, loss of walked, it should be clear where interfer- equipment is supposed to function so
pitch and roll data and inaccurate calibra- ence is present. It should be emphasized that it becomes immediately obvious
that this first walk through tests primarily when something out of the ordinary is
tion, which may lead to depth errors.
for effects on depth readings. The second happening.
Passive Interfence
Passive interference does not gener- part of the test involves the transmitter.
ate a signal. It is anything that blocks, The purpose is now to see how reliable the
absorbs or distorts a magnetic field. pitch and roll signal will be.
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depth
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will see a pitch/roll sig- training curriculum. All Electronic
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